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From the mid-1890s a race was on between the merchant navies of the recently unified
Germany, Britain and France. That race was to make the most luxurious and fastest ocean liners
and it started with the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, the first of fourteen four-stackers built
between 1897 and 1921. The large vessels that followed each tried to outdo the previous one in
terms of size and interior design.Using many of the most famous of interior designers, every part
of the new ships was ‘designed’, from the cutlery to the china, from the furniture to the paneling,
and from the bedrooms to the boat decks. Through Kronprinzessin Cecilie, Mauretania,
Aquitania, Olympic, Titanic, Imperator, Vaterland, Ile de France, and Paris, the development and
design of the ships grew grander and more luxurious.The process continued into the 1930s, with
the Empress of Britain and the fabulously Art Deco Normandie, the finest and most expensive
liner ever built, and designed to be a showcase for all that was France, as well as with the Queen
Mary, a rather more traditional vessel, but one, nonetheless, which pushed the boundaries of
design away from the traditional country house look of the Edwardian era. Each new vessel
brought with it the finest of interiors, from the plush and palatial to the modern look of the time.
Even today, the influence of these floating palaces can still be seen in vessels such as Cunard’s
Queen Mary 2 and the multitude of new cruise vessels, all vying for the public’s interest and
affection.The large liners were truly floating palaces, and here, William H. Miller brings together
a collection of fabulous images of the finest ships ever built, showcasing the style and elegance
of a time when ‘getting there was half the fun’.

About the AuthorWilliam H. Miller writes extensively on ocean liners, and is known as Mr Ocean
Liner. He lives in New Jersey when he is not aboard a cruise ship lecturing about ocean liner
history.
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The author became fascinated by the great liners, such as the Liberte, in the 1950s as they
passed before him along the Hoboken, New Jersey, waterfront. The Hudson River was the great
stage set and the splendid skyline of Manhattan was the scenery. It was a fantastic maritime
production. (Author’s Collection)The great Hudson River was a near-constant parade of ships,
both large and small. (Author’s Collection).for Anthony La Forgiadear friend, fellow Hobokenite &
great fanof the great linersThis electronic edition published 2013Amberley PublishingThe Hill,
Stroud, GloucestershireGL5 4EPCopyright © William H. Miller 2009, 2013All rights reserved. No
part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilised in any form or by any electronic,
mechanical or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including photocopying and
recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without the permission in writing
from the Publishers.British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data.A catalogue record for this
book is available from the British
Library.CONTENTSFOREWORDINTRODUCTIONACKNOWLEDGEMENTSTHE GERMANS &
THE FIRST FLOATING PALACESBRITAIN’S RECORD-BREAKERS: LUSITANIA &
MAURETANIAWHITE STAR’S TRIO OLYMPIC, TITANIC & BRITANNICTHE KAISER’S
THREESOME IMPERATOR, VATERLAND & BISMARCKLAST OF THE ATLANTIC FOUR-
STACKERS AQUITANIATHE WAR TO END ALL WARS THE LINERS & THE FIRST WORLD
WARDECORATIVE INNOVATOR ILE DE FRANCENEW GERMAN GREYHOUNDS BREMEN &
EUROPATAKING THE ST LAWRENCE ROUTE EMPRESS OF BRITAINMUSSOLINI’S
DREAMBOATS REX & CONTE DI SAVOIAOCEAN LINER EXTRAORDINAIRE
NORMANDIEBRITAIN’S CHAMPIONS QUEEN MARY & QUEEN ELIZABETHTHE
DEPRESSIONHARD TIMES ON THE HIGH SEASANOTHER BATTLE: CARRYING THE
TROOPS IN THE SECOND WORLD WARRENEWAL & REBIRTH THE POST-WAR
YEARSTHE LAST SPEED QUEEN: UNITED STATESTWILIGHT FOR THE ATLANTIC
LINERSONE LAST CLASSIC ATLANTIC LINER QUEEN ELIZABETH 2MODERN-DAY
REVIVAL: QUEEN MARY 2BIBLIOGRAPHYFOREWORDIn November 2010, I sailed westbound
on the Queen Mary 2, from Southampton to New York. It was my very first trip on that great and
grand Cunarder, in many ways a ship that continues the legacy of the Floating Palaces. Yes, the
Queen Mary 2 is a floating palace, a modern, amenity-filled, creature-comfortable, even user-
friendly floating palace. The food, the service, the entertainment and, of course, the sheer
ambience were wonderful. I left the ship ready to book another voyage on that 151,000-ton
flagship of a renewed, bigger and, in ways, better Cunard Line.A great highlight of that voyage
was having my good friend Bill Miller aboard and as lecturer. Bill is aptly called ‘Mr Ocean Liner’.
He is, as I continue to realize, much like an evangelist, the ‘Billy Graham of ocean liners’. He
spreads the word, tells the rich story and equally shares the rich history of the great ocean liners.
He shows people. He teaches. And he himself is, in his almost mesmerizing, engulfing style,
even bigger in ways than the oversized historic photos that appear on the big screen next to him.



He has, it seems, unbridled enthusiasm, quick wit, certainly high energy. For each of his
lectures, he filled each and every seat of Illuminations, the ship’s 600-capacity planetarium–
theatre. The setting, so appropriate and so appropriately glamorous, is pure ‘ocean liner style’
or, as Bill would say, ‘so Fred & Ginger’. It is contemporary Art Deco, the great, 1930s cinema
palace, the Odeon at sea!The grand liners, like leading ladies themselves, appear vividly in Bill’s
talks. The likes of the Mauretania, Titanic, Ile de France, Normandie, Queen Mary and the
United States flashed on that enormous screen. There were also scenes of luxurious interiors,
immigrants in steerage, soldier-passengers in wartime and even a slight mention of tragedy,
such as the burnt out, capsized Normandie. The audience, including the most mildly curious and
lightly interested, were soon transfixed, drawn in, happily joining the ranks of ‘the converted’.
Afterward, Bill hurried to the ship’s book shop–library to sign copies of his many books.Like
many others, I am very grateful to Bill for keeping the subject of ocean liners alive and well – and
making them interesting, even fascinating. I love liners too and my personal favorites are the
Olympic, Queen Mary and, although somewhat smaller, the Caronia of 1948, the illustrious
‘Green Goddess’ of Cunard. I am fascinated with their roles in the twentieth century. My
contribution of sorts is to collect, share and, most of all, sell ocean liner memorabilia
(through ).In this book, Bill has given yet another treat: the story of these liners, ever fascinating
and with often unpublished photos and an evocative text. Three blasts to Bill – and to the
Floating Palaces, that great cast of the greatest Atlantic liners!Brian HawleyWinterville, North
CarolinaDecember 2010INTRODUCTIONOn an otherwise warm summer’s afternoon, my friend
Tony La Forgia and I had lunch together at a small restaurant in the back streets of Hoboken, the
New Jersey community in which we were both born and raised. The air was warm and still, the
rows of trees hanging limp and almost lifeless. But the pace of that mile-square city remained
brisk. We were not far from the Hudson River, from the waterfront that made Hoboken famous
and from the last of the great piers just across the Hudson River and over in New York City. It had
changed, of course, and much of the past (such as the great piers themselves) was gone. Even
if slightly, however, we could feel a connection; that link to the past. Exactly the same age, we
also both adore ocean liners. We spoke that day, as always, of the great liners, those grand
ships of bygone days. Our memories were and remain rich and full.Just blocks from our
luncheon, the Hoboken waterfront was once home to some of the world’s largest and grandest
liners – ships such as the turn-of-the-century German four-stackers and to even bigger ships
such as the Imperator and the Vaterland. Later, in the First World War, great numbers of troops
passed through the Hoboken piers bound for the trenches of Europe, to fight the armies of the
German Kaiser and aboard many confiscated German ships. In the early 1930s, ships such as
the Aquitania and Mauretania berthed in Hoboken for a short time. Later, in 1934–38, the giant
Leviathan sat out her final days rusting and silent at the Third Street pier, a sad victim of the
Depression. Yes, our nearness to the Hoboken waterfront was a connection of sorts to these
great ships, the Floating Palaces, and to the grand age of the Atlantic liners.These days, the
greatest legacy of the great liners, those ‘castles of the sea’, is more of the glamorous and



luxurious image they have left behind. Floating Palaces: The Great Atlantic Liners is the most
popular lecture I give aboard modern-day cruise ships as well as on the nostalgic crossings of
the Cunard liners, especially the Queen Mary 2. The ships, from the likes of the Mauretania and
the Titanic, the Ile de France and the original Queen Mary, are woven into history as well. They
were part of world affairs and social as well as cultural changes. The link is rich.And even with
the immense creature comforts of contemporary cruise ships, indeed all of them akin to floating
resorts, nostalgic readers of ocean liner history books and loyal attendees at lectures somehow
still yearn for the glamour and style and sheer magic of those bygone floating palaces.
Crossings on the Atlantic were, of course, different – with a different purpose. But there is the
ever-lasting image of, say, Marlene Dietrich, swathed in furs and laden with fine jewels, poised
on the deck of the magnificent Normandie. She was heading for a summer in Europe with thirty-
eight trunks! And there’s also the rich lore of the 275 items on a first class dinner menu on board
the Ile de France, dog menus and top-deck kennels that included miniature New York City fire
hydrants and millionaires reserving their favorite suites for years ahead. Yes, it was all magic.I
am writing this Introduction on a bright summer’s morning quite near New York City. A day later, I
will sail aboard the mighty Queen Mary 2 as a guest lecturer. Some of the passengers will come
to my first talk, almost always about the floating palaces, that evocative overview of twentieth-
century, transatlantic liner travel. That talk has actually inspired, sparked this book.This work is
an overview, a grand review, of some of the greatest, largest and fastest Atlantic liners. Indeed,
they were aptly named – the Floating Palaces. Now, the steam whistles are screeching into a
moodful, foggy afternoon and we are about to sail off, on another journey of words and
pictures.Bill MillerSecaucus, New JerseyJune 2010ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSIndeed,
assembling a book takes many hands, a full ‘crew’. As the author, I direct from the ‘wheelhouse’
– deciding on the chapter titles, organizing the text, assembling the photos. But the ‘crew’ is so
tremendously important and much appreciated. Firstly, I would like to specially thank Campbell
McCutcheon and Amberley Publishing for suggesting and then taking on this title. Added thanks
to Janette McCutcheon for sharing the family ocean liner collection.Very special appreciation to
those splendid maritime artists: Stephen Card, James Flood, Robert Lloyd, William Muller,
Hayao Nogami, Don Stoltenberg and the late Joseph Wilhelm.Further thanks must go to the late
Frank Andrews, Dr Nelson Arnstein, the late Frank Braynard, Tom Cassidy, Anthony Cooke, Luis
Miguel Correia, the Cronican-Arroyo Collection, Maurizio Eliseo, Sir Harold Evans, Richard
Faber, John Ferguson, Howard Franklin, Michael Hadgis, Brian Hawley, John Heywood, Pine
Hodges, Charles Howland, Norman Knebel, the late Vincent Messina, Robert Neal Marshall, the
late Abe Michaelson, Hisashi Noma, Mary Pelzer, Mario Pulice, the late James Sesta, the late
Der Scutt, John Tabbut-McCarthy, the late Everett Viez, Robert Welding, Al Wilhelmi and Jay
Wolff.Organizations that have assisted include British Airways, Canadian Pacific Steamships,
Crystal Cruises, Cunard Line, French Line, Hapag-Lloyd, Holland America Line, Hotel Queen
Mary, Moran Towing & Transport Company, Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, Seaport
Museum of New York, Silversea Cruises, South China Morning News, Steamship Historical



Society of America, United States Lines, World Ocean & Cruise Liner Society and the World
Ship Society, especially the Port of New York Branch.My humble apologies if anyone has been
incorrectly overlooked.THE GERMANS & THE FIRST FLOATING PALACESThese days, you
can stroll along beautifully created parkland along the famed waterfront of Hoboken, New
Jersey. There are trees, walking paths, playgrounds, dog runs and of course panoramic views of
the great New York City skyline. The mighty Hudson River, still busy with ferries and tugs and
barges and the occasional passing cruise ship, is the divide. Cool breezes often add to the
setting. It is all part of the great restoration and redevelopment not just of the Hoboken
waterfront, but along the Manhattan and more distant Brooklyn waterfronts as well. Within the
past two decades, since the early 1990s, crumbling, decaying, all but forgotten waterfronts have
been rediscovered and not only for recreational uses, but for luxury housing, restaurants, sports
facilities and marinas. And the likes of fancy corporations are now sometimes housed away from
midtown, but in restored, revived, converted warehouses and industrial buildings. The Hoboken
waterfront – immortalized in the classic 1954 film On The Waterfront, starring Marlon Brando – is
especially rich in history. It was once thriving with ships and maritime commerce. In preparation,
wreckers removed the last of the shipping terminals in the late 1980s.Some one hundred years
ago, in the first decade of the twentieth century, the lower Hoboken piers spaced between First
and Fourth streets, were the property of two of the greatest ocean liner companies, Germany’s
Hamburg Amerika Line and North German Lloyd. Well before most of the larger piers that
became synonymous with New York City were built, the largest liners yet built (for the Germans)
berthed in Hoboken. The Germans had in fact the very first Atlantic superliners, the first of the so-
called ‘floating palaces’. These ships towered above the tenements of nearby River and Hudson
streets and dominated the Hoboken skyline as seen when looking westward from the Manhattan
shore.The greatest day for Hoboken’s waterfront and for the Germans might just have been in
May 1913. As flags waved, horns honked, whistles screeched and tugs and other craft formed a
grand escort, the 919-foot-long, 52,100-ton Imperator – a ship immediately dubbed ‘the
colossus of the Atlantic’ – put into the Third Street pier at the end of her maiden voyage from
Hamburg and the so-called Channel ports of Southampton and Cherbourg. Her three huge,
mustard-colored stacks and twin, towering masts loomed above the pier sheds, adjacent dock
houses and those waterfront tenement buildings. Only the 200-foot-high clock tower of nearby
Lackawanna Terminal seemed an equivalent.But, amidst this gala, high-spirited, proud
occasion, it was not the first time that the Hoboken piers had welcomed the largest liner of its
time. Sixteen years before, in 1897, the then-new speed queen of the Atlantic, the 14,300-ton
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, arrived for the first time. She was the first of a new generation of
liners, all German at first, and the first to be dubbed ‘superliners’. They were also the first ‘four-
stackers’. Beginning in 1900, they were named Deutschland, Kronprinz Wilhelm, Kaiser Wilhelm
II and finally the Kronprinzessin Cecilie. Some years later, beginning in 1905, other big, quite
noteworthy Germans followed, liners such as the Amerika, Kaiserin Auguste Victoria and
George Washington. They were among the finest, grandest and, in ways, also most innovative



passenger ships of their day. Along with smaller German vessels, both passenger as well as
cargo, the Hoboken docks, all five of them, were often crammed with shipping and all of them
flying the colors of the Kaiser’s Imperial nation.That first arrival of the 4,594-passenger Imperator
was, in fact, the great and grand culmination of this aforementioned group. She was the pride of
the great German fleet, the crowning symbol of Teutonic brilliance and technology and
engineering. She was not only the biggest liner afloat, surpassing such contemporaries as
Britain’s speedy Mauretania, the immortal Lusitania, the innovative Olympic and even her
otherwise tragic sister Titanic, but the new German giant was also the first of three successively
larger liners, in fact the very first of the true superliners. The Imperator broke just about every
record except for Blue Riband-winning speed. Within a year, but in that fateful, peace-shattering
summer of 1914, the second of these Hamburg Amerika behemoths, the 54,300-ton, 950-f00t-
long Vaterland had her maiden crossing from Hamburg. She too berthed at the foot of Third
Street in Hoboken.Very sadly, the dramatic untimeliness of the First World War, that ‘war to end
all wars’, changed everything. Among all other Atlantic passenger ships, the third of the
Hamburg Amerika Line giants, in fact the largest of all, the 56,500-grt Bismarck, never had her
six-night maiden crossing to Hoboken. Incomplete, she sat out those war years, quiet and
untouched, at a berth at the Blohm & Voss shipyard. And by war’s end in 1918, even life for the
Hoboken piers would be different. As German-owned and therefore enemy-owned property, it
was all seized by the Americans, who entered the hostilities in April 1917. Ships were included in
the confiscation and among them was no less than the German national flagship, the 950-foot-
long Vaterland. In great and strange irony, those same Hoboken piers were used to send
American military forces overseas to fight the armies of the Kaiser. Yankee troops were often
ferried on ships now flying the colors of United States. Often in disguising ‘dazzle paint’ to ward
off the sinister German warships and especially lurking U-boats, their earlier Germanic heritage
was masked further – they sailed from the Hoboken piers heavily loaded with troops but mostly
under new and far different names as well. The giant Vaterland was now the USS Leviathan.
Other changes included the Kronprinz Wilhelm as the USS Von Steuben, the Kaiser Wilhelm II
as the USS Agamemnon and the Kronprinzessin Cecilie as the USS Mount Vernon.Those first
German superliners were in fact inspired by a royal occasion. Kaiser Wilhelm II had attended a
British naval fleet review at Spithead in 1889. The Kaiser was intrigued, fascinated, but also
deeply jealous. He was very much impressed by the British military craft, but was positively
bewitched by White Star Line’s Teutonic, a 9,000-ton passenger ship that then ranked as the
largest afloat. When the Kaiser returned home, it was reported that German shipping was never
the same again. Imperial Germany was more prosperous than ever and was on her expansionist
path. Shipping was a great priority, and what better way to show off national prowess than on the
great North Atlantic route to America. Soon, shipping offices, directors and designers were
prompted by the wishes of His Imperial Majesty. With royal blessings and enthusiasm, plans
were soon laid for bigger, better, faster ships. Above all else, they must surpass the British,
namely those belonging to the dominant Cunard and White Star lines.It was further decreed that



these new German liners must come from nationalist shipyards. They could not be built in, say,
the then-great shipbuilding centers of the world in England, Scotland and Northern Ireland. But
first, the German shipbuilders needed to learn how to build bigger and better passenger ships.
German agents were sent to the likes of Newcastle, Glasgow and Belfast to recruit engineers,
designers, craftsmen and highly skilled workers. Their incentives: better wages. In actuality, it
was all rather reckless. Soon after the German shipyards learned, copied and then mastered the
methods, the British workers were sent packing. By May 1897, just eight years after that fleet
review at Spithead, Germany was ready – the 655-foot-long Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse was
launched at Stettin.Capped by only the second set of four funnels (and uniquely grouped in pairs
of two) ever to go to sea, the long, sleek Kaiser was also almost fearsome-looking. She was to
be not only the world’s largest liner, but also the world’s fastest. On board, she would open up a
new era in design and decoration. It was said at of the time of her maiden voyage in September
1897 that ‘the walls and ceilings of her grand saloons would all but collapse under their own
weight’. Later, a witty American writer noted, ‘The German liner décor included two of everything
but the kitchen range and then gilded.’Two months after her maiden crossing between
Bremerhaven, Southampton, Cherbourg and New York (Hoboken), she captured the prized Blue
Riband with a speed of 22.35 knots or a fast crossing of an amazing six days. She also became
the first of the so-called ‘nine-day boats’, sailing between Germany and the United States. Her
owners, the North German Lloyd, planned for three larger liners and thereby creating a weekly
service in each direction. The Germans, including the be-medaled Kaiser, beamed with pride.
And of course they all knew that she was only the beginning. There were bigger and faster
German liners already on the design tables. With great popularity from the start, the triple-
expansion steam-powered Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse was the first non-British-built speed
queen in forty years. Both Cunard and White Star watched with envious eyes as she regularly
passed through the Channel. With a fixed glare, one London shipping executive added, ‘She has
an almost serpent-like tone about her.’The traveling public was quickly enamored with the new
Kaiser. There were columned lounges and marble fireplaces, detailed wood carvings and highly
detailed stained glass. One passenger wrote, ‘It is easy to forget that you are at sea and instead
imagine yourself to be housed in some turreted eyrie on the Upper Rhine.’ There was one noted
blemish to the new liner, however. She was a rather notorious roller and was soon dubbed the
‘Rolling Billy’. Westbound immigrants, those souls bound for new life and opportunity and
freedom in the so-called New World and for $6–10 per person per passage, earned her greatest
profits, of course. Very quickly, they equated her tall funnels with size, reliability and, most of all,
safety. The ‘four-stackers’ would become the most popular and profitable liners on the Atlantic in
those years prior to the First World War. Companies were soon known to add a dummy fourth
funnel just for the effect and to lure more of the highly desirable immigrant traffic.Within two
years, in 1899, however, White Star Line countered with the 17,200-ton Oceanic, then the
largest liner afloat. But soon, Hamburg Amerika Line took its place in the superliner queue with a
big ship of their own, the 16,500-ton Deutschland, which surpassed the North German Lloyd’s



Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse by almost 2,000 tons. Grand, ornate, improved and faster still, the
Deutschland captured the Blue Riband in the winter of 1900. But the glow soon dimmed – she
was operationally unsound. Her extremely powerful quadruple-expansion engines caused
excessive, passenger-disrupting vibrations, noises and rattling. Her reputation was soon
diminished, such that Hamburg Amerika would never again seek the Blue Riband, but instead
concentrate on size, luxury and passenger comfort. During 1906 and for a short period
thereafter, Hamburg Amerika would again own the world’s largest liner, the 24,300-ton Kaiserin
Auguste Victoria. Later, but far more triumphantly, in 1913–14, they would hold the record with
the 52,100-ton Imperator and then the 54,200-ton Vaterland.The Deutschland was never quite a
success or a profitable ship. Within a decade, in 1910–11, she was repainted in tropical all-white
and redesigned as the world’s first large cruise ship, the Victoria Luise. She was restyled with far
more comfortable accommodations but for a mere 487 all-first class guests (downgraded from
her original transatlantic capacity of 2,050 – 450 first class, 300 second class, 300 third class
and 1,000 steerage). She was described as a ship of grand public rooms, elegantly furnished
suites and cabins, and considerable amenities such as a gymnasium (with so-called Zander
electrical apparatus), electric light baths, shower baths, laundry, photographers’ dark room,
library, book stall and information bureau.The Bremen-headquartered North German Lloyd was
not to be outdone by Hamburg-based Hamburg Amerika Line and responded with three more
superliners, all of them four-stackers, a feature aimed at the highly profitable yet keenly
competitive steerage class business to America. The 14,900-ton Kronprinz Wilhelm was
commissioned in the late summer of 1901 and was followed by the Kaiser Wilhelm II in the
spring of 1903. The Kronprinzessin Cecilie arrived in the summer of 1907. This four-strong team
of Lloyd four-stackers were extremely successful, perhaps even more at Hoboken than even at
European ports. They were known fondly as the ‘Hohenzollerns of Hoboken’. Being the finest
and largest in their fleet, North German Lloyd advertised them as ‘the fleetest of the fleet’. Their
great popularity was based on their regularity – a set timetable of a sailing every week in each
direction. They also provided some of the most luxurious quarters then on the Atlantic including
large first class suites for $2,000 in 1907. They were appraised in many ways including, ‘The
interior of these ships, instead of stuffy, uncomfortable prisons, were converted into veritable
palaces. A decade ago, it would have been considered absurd to spend money for the interior
decoration of steamships. Today the finest hotels in the world do not boast of more gorgeous
splendour.’ On board the newest, the Kronprinzessin Cecilie, décor reached new heights and
included a well of daylight that rose four decks and included no less than sixteen isolated
columns carrying a new cupola and glass roof. And their service and food in first class were as
prized as their décor. There were twenty kinds of warm dishes, besides tea, cocoa, coffee and
chocolate, provided for breakfast. Luncheons consisted of, in addition to introductory courses
and salads, three or four different soups, a dozen warm dishes, as many kinds of cold dishes,
and four or five vegetables. Dinners might run to from ten to twelve courses. And an added
touch: North German Lloyd introduced the à la carte system. As their brochures of the day



mentioned, ‘No blare of trumpets now announces dinner, for the meal extends several hours,
passengers come and go at their will. Meals à la carte are served, without additional charge, to
those who prefer them. Further, the Lloyd has introduced the small table system – round tables
for two, five and seven persons.’Also known as the ‘four flyers’, the British were deeply
fascinated, if fiercely envious, of these German four-stackers. A journalist visiting one of the
ships at Southampton in 1903 noted, ‘It is little less than remarkable that a nation which in the
’80s was more or less dependent on this country for the construction of her mail ships should
have so rapidly developed her shipbuilding talents that she now produces a vessel which is the
largest in the world and which in point of speed promises to equal any steamship yet afloat …
and there are features about the Kaiser Wilhelm II which represent an approach to luxury in
voyaging which has as yet been unattained.’With her funnels grouped two and two, the great
Hamburg Amerika liner Deutschland. (Author’s Collection)A chromo-lithograph poster
advertising Hamburg Amerika’s Deutschland. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)Scenes taken in dry
dock emphasized the speedy lines of the German four-stackers. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)A
section of the first class dining room aboard the Kaiser Wilhelm II. (Author’s Collection)North
German Lloyd’s Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)The author became
fascinated by the great liners, such as the Liberte, in the 1950s as they passed before him along
the Hoboken, New Jersey, waterfront. The Hudson River was the great stage set and the
splendid skyline of Manhattan was the scenery. It was a fantastic maritime production. (Author’s
Collection)The author became fascinated by the great liners, such as the Liberte, in the 1950s
as they passed before him along the Hoboken, New Jersey, waterfront. The Hudson River was
the great stage set and the splendid skyline of Manhattan was the scenery. It was a fantastic
maritime production. (Author’s Collection)The great Hudson River was a near-constant parade
of ships, both large and small. (Author’s Collection).for Anthony La Forgiadear friend, fellow
Hobokenite & great fanof the great linersThis electronic edition published 2013Amberley
PublishingThe Hill, Stroud, GloucestershireGL5 4EPCopyright © William H. Miller 2009, 2013All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilised in any form or by
any electronic, mechanical or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including
photocopying and recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without the
permission in writing from the Publishers.British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data.A
catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library.The great Hudson River was a
near-constant parade of ships, both large and small. (Author’s Collection).for Anthony La
Forgiadear friend, fellow Hobokenite & great fanof the great linersThis electronic edition
published 2013Amberley PublishingThe Hill, Stroud, GloucestershireGL5 4EPCopyright ©
William H. Miller 2009, 2013ISBN 9781848686984 (PRINT)ISBN 9781445623443 (e-BOOK)All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilised in any form or by
any electronic, mechanical or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including
photocopying and recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without the
permission in writing from the Publishers.British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data.A



catalogue record for this book is available from the British
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REVIVAL: QUEEN MARY 2BIBLIOGRAPHYFOREWORDIn November 2010, I sailed westbound
on the Queen Mary 2, from Southampton to New York. It was my very first trip on that great and
grand Cunarder, in many ways a ship that continues the legacy of the Floating Palaces. Yes, the
Queen Mary 2 is a floating palace, a modern, amenity-filled, creature-comfortable, even user-
friendly floating palace. The food, the service, the entertainment and, of course, the sheer
ambience were wonderful. I left the ship ready to book another voyage on that 151,000-ton
flagship of a renewed, bigger and, in ways, better Cunard Line.A great highlight of that voyage
was having my good friend Bill Miller aboard and as lecturer. Bill is aptly called ‘Mr Ocean Liner’.
He is, as I continue to realize, much like an evangelist, the ‘Billy Graham of ocean liners’. He
spreads the word, tells the rich story and equally shares the rich history of the great ocean liners.
He shows people. He teaches. And he himself is, in his almost mesmerizing, engulfing style,



even bigger in ways than the oversized historic photos that appear on the big screen next to him.
He has, it seems, unbridled enthusiasm, quick wit, certainly high energy. For each of his
lectures, he filled each and every seat of Illuminations, the ship’s 600-capacity planetarium–
theatre. The setting, so appropriate and so appropriately glamorous, is pure ‘ocean liner style’
or, as Bill would say, ‘so Fred & Ginger’. It is contemporary Art Deco, the great, 1930s cinema
palace, the Odeon at sea!The grand liners, like leading ladies themselves, appear vividly in Bill’s
talks. The likes of the Mauretania, Titanic, Ile de France, Normandie, Queen Mary and the
United States flashed on that enormous screen. There were also scenes of luxurious interiors,
immigrants in steerage, soldier-passengers in wartime and even a slight mention of tragedy,
such as the burnt out, capsized Normandie. The audience, including the most mildly curious and
lightly interested, were soon transfixed, drawn in, happily joining the ranks of ‘the converted’.
Afterward, Bill hurried to the ship’s book shop–library to sign copies of his many books.Like
many others, I am very grateful to Bill for keeping the subject of ocean liners alive and well – and
making them interesting, even fascinating. I love liners too and my personal favorites are the
Olympic, Queen Mary and, although somewhat smaller, the Caronia of 1948, the illustrious
‘Green Goddess’ of Cunard. I am fascinated with their roles in the twentieth century. My
contribution of sorts is to collect, share and, most of all, sell ocean liner memorabilia
(through ).In this book, Bill has given yet another treat: the story of these liners, ever fascinating
and with often unpublished photos and an evocative text. Three blasts to Bill – and to the
Floating Palaces, that great cast of the greatest Atlantic liners!Brian HawleyWinterville, North
CarolinaDecember 2010FOREWORDIn November 2010, I sailed westbound on the Queen
Mary 2, from Southampton to New York. It was my very first trip on that great and grand
Cunarder, in many ways a ship that continues the legacy of the Floating Palaces. Yes, the Queen
Mary 2 is a floating palace, a modern, amenity-filled, creature-comfortable, even user-friendly
floating palace. The food, the service, the entertainment and, of course, the sheer ambience
were wonderful. I left the ship ready to book another voyage on that 151,000-ton flagship of a
renewed, bigger and, in ways, better Cunard Line.A great highlight of that voyage was having my
good friend Bill Miller aboard and as lecturer. Bill is aptly called ‘Mr Ocean Liner’. He is, as I
continue to realize, much like an evangelist, the ‘Billy Graham of ocean liners’. He spreads the
word, tells the rich story and equally shares the rich history of the great ocean liners. He shows
people. He teaches. And he himself is, in his almost mesmerizing, engulfing style, even bigger in
ways than the oversized historic photos that appear on the big screen next to him. He has, it
seems, unbridled enthusiasm, quick wit, certainly high energy. For each of his lectures, he filled
each and every seat of Illuminations, the ship’s 600-capacity planetarium–theatre. The setting,
so appropriate and so appropriately glamorous, is pure ‘ocean liner style’ or, as Bill would say,
‘so Fred & Ginger’. It is contemporary Art Deco, the great, 1930s cinema palace, the Odeon at
sea!The grand liners, like leading ladies themselves, appear vividly in Bill’s talks. The likes of the
Mauretania, Titanic, Ile de France, Normandie, Queen Mary and the United States flashed on
that enormous screen. There were also scenes of luxurious interiors, immigrants in steerage,



soldier-passengers in wartime and even a slight mention of tragedy, such as the burnt out,
capsized Normandie. The audience, including the most mildly curious and lightly interested,
were soon transfixed, drawn in, happily joining the ranks of ‘the converted’. Afterward, Bill
hurried to the ship’s book shop–library to sign copies of his many books.Like many others, I am
very grateful to Bill for keeping the subject of ocean liners alive and well – and making them
interesting, even fascinating. I love liners too and my personal favorites are the Olympic, Queen
Mary and, although somewhat smaller, the Caronia of 1948, the illustrious ‘Green Goddess’ of
Cunard. I am fascinated with their roles in the twentieth century. My contribution of sorts is to
collect, share and, most of all, sell ocean liner memorabilia (through ).In this book, Bill has given
yet another treat: the story of these liners, ever fascinating and with often unpublished photos
and an evocative text. Three blasts to Bill – and to the Floating Palaces, that great cast of the
greatest Atlantic liners!Brian HawleyWinterville, North CarolinaDecember
2010INTRODUCTIONOn an otherwise warm summer’s afternoon, my friend Tony La Forgia and
I had lunch together at a small restaurant in the back streets of Hoboken, the New Jersey
community in which we were both born and raised. The air was warm and still, the rows of trees
hanging limp and almost lifeless. But the pace of that mile-square city remained brisk. We were
not far from the Hudson River, from the waterfront that made Hoboken famous and from the last
of the great piers just across the Hudson River and over in New York City. It had changed, of
course, and much of the past (such as the great piers themselves) was gone. Even if slightly,
however, we could feel a connection; that link to the past. Exactly the same age, we also both
adore ocean liners. We spoke that day, as always, of the great liners, those grand ships of
bygone days. Our memories were and remain rich and full.Just blocks from our luncheon, the
Hoboken waterfront was once home to some of the world’s largest and grandest liners – ships
such as the turn-of-the-century German four-stackers and to even bigger ships such as the
Imperator and the Vaterland. Later, in the First World War, great numbers of troops passed
through the Hoboken piers bound for the trenches of Europe, to fight the armies of the German
Kaiser and aboard many confiscated German ships. In the early 1930s, ships such as the
Aquitania and Mauretania berthed in Hoboken for a short time. Later, in 1934–38, the giant
Leviathan sat out her final days rusting and silent at the Third Street pier, a sad victim of the
Depression. Yes, our nearness to the Hoboken waterfront was a connection of sorts to these
great ships, the Floating Palaces, and to the grand age of the Atlantic liners.These days, the
greatest legacy of the great liners, those ‘castles of the sea’, is more of the glamorous and
luxurious image they have left behind. Floating Palaces: The Great Atlantic Liners is the most
popular lecture I give aboard modern-day cruise ships as well as on the nostalgic crossings of
the Cunard liners, especially the Queen Mary 2. The ships, from the likes of the Mauretania and
the Titanic, the Ile de France and the original Queen Mary, are woven into history as well. They
were part of world affairs and social as well as cultural changes. The link is rich.And even with
the immense creature comforts of contemporary cruise ships, indeed all of them akin to floating
resorts, nostalgic readers of ocean liner history books and loyal attendees at lectures somehow



still yearn for the glamour and style and sheer magic of those bygone floating palaces.
Crossings on the Atlantic were, of course, different – with a different purpose. But there is the
ever-lasting image of, say, Marlene Dietrich, swathed in furs and laden with fine jewels, poised
on the deck of the magnificent Normandie. She was heading for a summer in Europe with thirty-
eight trunks! And there’s also the rich lore of the 275 items on a first class dinner menu on board
the Ile de France, dog menus and top-deck kennels that included miniature New York City fire
hydrants and millionaires reserving their favorite suites for years ahead. Yes, it was all magic.I
am writing this Introduction on a bright summer’s morning quite near New York City. A day later, I
will sail aboard the mighty Queen Mary 2 as a guest lecturer. Some of the passengers will come
to my first talk, almost always about the floating palaces, that evocative overview of twentieth-
century, transatlantic liner travel. That talk has actually inspired, sparked this book.This work is
an overview, a grand review, of some of the greatest, largest and fastest Atlantic liners. Indeed,
they were aptly named – the Floating Palaces. Now, the steam whistles are screeching into a
moodful, foggy afternoon and we are about to sail off, on another journey of words and
pictures.Bill MillerSecaucus, New JerseyJune 2010INTRODUCTIONOn an otherwise warm
summer’s afternoon, my friend Tony La Forgia and I had lunch together at a small restaurant in
the back streets of Hoboken, the New Jersey community in which we were both born and raised.
The air was warm and still, the rows of trees hanging limp and almost lifeless. But the pace of
that mile-square city remained brisk. We were not far from the Hudson River, from the waterfront
that made Hoboken famous and from the last of the great piers just across the Hudson River
and over in New York City. It had changed, of course, and much of the past (such as the great
piers themselves) was gone. Even if slightly, however, we could feel a connection; that link to the
past. Exactly the same age, we also both adore ocean liners. We spoke that day, as always, of
the great liners, those grand ships of bygone days. Our memories were and remain rich and
full.Just blocks from our luncheon, the Hoboken waterfront was once home to some of the
world’s largest and grandest liners – ships such as the turn-of-the-century German four-stackers
and to even bigger ships such as the Imperator and the Vaterland. Later, in the First World War,
great numbers of troops passed through the Hoboken piers bound for the trenches of Europe, to
fight the armies of the German Kaiser and aboard many confiscated German ships. In the early
1930s, ships such as the Aquitania and Mauretania berthed in Hoboken for a short time. Later, in
1934–38, the giant Leviathan sat out her final days rusting and silent at the Third Street pier, a
sad victim of the Depression. Yes, our nearness to the Hoboken waterfront was a connection of
sorts to these great ships, the Floating Palaces, and to the grand age of the Atlantic liners.These
days, the greatest legacy of the great liners, those ‘castles of the sea’, is more of the glamorous
and luxurious image they have left behind. Floating Palaces: The Great Atlantic Liners is the
most popular lecture I give aboard modern-day cruise ships as well as on the nostalgic
crossings of the Cunard liners, especially the Queen Mary 2. The ships, from the likes of the
Mauretania and the Titanic, the Ile de France and the original Queen Mary, are woven into
history as well. They were part of world affairs and social as well as cultural changes. The link is



rich.And even with the immense creature comforts of contemporary cruise ships, indeed all of
them akin to floating resorts, nostalgic readers of ocean liner history books and loyal attendees
at lectures somehow still yearn for the glamour and style and sheer magic of those bygone
floating palaces. Crossings on the Atlantic were, of course, different – with a different purpose.
But there is the ever-lasting image of, say, Marlene Dietrich, swathed in furs and laden with fine
jewels, poised on the deck of the magnificent Normandie. She was heading for a summer in
Europe with thirty-eight trunks! And there’s also the rich lore of the 275 items on a first class
dinner menu on board the Ile de France, dog menus and top-deck kennels that included
miniature New York City fire hydrants and millionaires reserving their favorite suites for years
ahead. Yes, it was all magic.I am writing this Introduction on a bright summer’s morning quite
near New York City. A day later, I will sail aboard the mighty Queen Mary 2 as a guest lecturer.
Some of the passengers will come to my first talk, almost always about the floating palaces, that
evocative overview of twentieth-century, transatlantic liner travel. That talk has actually inspired,
sparked this book.This work is an overview, a grand review, of some of the greatest, largest and
fastest Atlantic liners. Indeed, they were aptly named – the Floating Palaces. Now, the steam
whistles are screeching into a moodful, foggy afternoon and we are about to sail off, on another
journey of words and pictures.Bill MillerSecaucus, New JerseyJune
2010ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSIndeed, assembling a book takes many hands, a full ‘crew’. As
the author, I direct from the ‘wheelhouse’ – deciding on the chapter titles, organizing the text,
assembling the photos. But the ‘crew’ is so tremendously important and much appreciated.
Firstly, I would like to specially thank Campbell McCutcheon and Amberley Publishing for
suggesting and then taking on this title. Added thanks to Janette McCutcheon for sharing the
family ocean liner collection.Very special appreciation to those splendid maritime artists:
Stephen Card, James Flood, Robert Lloyd, William Muller, Hayao Nogami, Don Stoltenberg and
the late Joseph Wilhelm.Further thanks must go to the late Frank Andrews, Dr Nelson Arnstein,
the late Frank Braynard, Tom Cassidy, Anthony Cooke, Luis Miguel Correia, the Cronican-Arroyo
Collection, Maurizio Eliseo, Sir Harold Evans, Richard Faber, John Ferguson, Howard Franklin,
Michael Hadgis, Brian Hawley, John Heywood, Pine Hodges, Charles Howland, Norman
Knebel, the late Vincent Messina, Robert Neal Marshall, the late Abe Michaelson, Hisashi
Noma, Mary Pelzer, Mario Pulice, the late James Sesta, the late Der Scutt, John Tabbut-
McCarthy, the late Everett Viez, Robert Welding, Al Wilhelmi and Jay Wolff.Organizations that
have assisted include British Airways, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Crystal Cruises, Cunard
Line, French Line, Hapag-Lloyd, Holland America Line, Hotel Queen Mary, Moran Towing &
Transport Company, Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, Seaport Museum of New York,
Silversea Cruises, South China Morning News, Steamship Historical Society of America, United
States Lines, World Ocean & Cruise Liner Society and the World Ship Society, especially the
Port of New York Branch.My humble apologies if anyone has been incorrectly
overlooked.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSIndeed, assembling a book takes many hands, a full
‘crew’. As the author, I direct from the ‘wheelhouse’ – deciding on the chapter titles, organizing



the text, assembling the photos. But the ‘crew’ is so tremendously important and much
appreciated. Firstly, I would like to specially thank Campbell McCutcheon and Amberley
Publishing for suggesting and then taking on this title. Added thanks to Janette McCutcheon for
sharing the family ocean liner collection.Very special appreciation to those splendid maritime
artists: Stephen Card, James Flood, Robert Lloyd, William Muller, Hayao Nogami, Don
Stoltenberg and the late Joseph Wilhelm.Further thanks must go to the late Frank Andrews, Dr
Nelson Arnstein, the late Frank Braynard, Tom Cassidy, Anthony Cooke, Luis Miguel Correia, the
Cronican-Arroyo Collection, Maurizio Eliseo, Sir Harold Evans, Richard Faber, John Ferguson,
Howard Franklin, Michael Hadgis, Brian Hawley, John Heywood, Pine Hodges, Charles
Howland, Norman Knebel, the late Vincent Messina, Robert Neal Marshall, the late Abe
Michaelson, Hisashi Noma, Mary Pelzer, Mario Pulice, the late James Sesta, the late Der Scutt,
John Tabbut-McCarthy, the late Everett Viez, Robert Welding, Al Wilhelmi and Jay
Wolff.Organizations that have assisted include British Airways, Canadian Pacific Steamships,
Crystal Cruises, Cunard Line, French Line, Hapag-Lloyd, Holland America Line, Hotel Queen
Mary, Moran Towing & Transport Company, Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, Seaport
Museum of New York, Silversea Cruises, South China Morning News, Steamship Historical
Society of America, United States Lines, World Ocean & Cruise Liner Society and the World
Ship Society, especially the Port of New York Branch.My humble apologies if anyone has been
incorrectly overlooked.THE GERMANS & THE FIRST FLOATING PALACESThese days, you
can stroll along beautifully created parkland along the famed waterfront of Hoboken, New
Jersey. There are trees, walking paths, playgrounds, dog runs and of course panoramic views of
the great New York City skyline. The mighty Hudson River, still busy with ferries and tugs and
barges and the occasional passing cruise ship, is the divide. Cool breezes often add to the
setting. It is all part of the great restoration and redevelopment not just of the Hoboken
waterfront, but along the Manhattan and more distant Brooklyn waterfronts as well. Within the
past two decades, since the early 1990s, crumbling, decaying, all but forgotten waterfronts have
been rediscovered and not only for recreational uses, but for luxury housing, restaurants, sports
facilities and marinas. And the likes of fancy corporations are now sometimes housed away from
midtown, but in restored, revived, converted warehouses and industrial buildings. The Hoboken
waterfront – immortalized in the classic 1954 film On The Waterfront, starring Marlon Brando – is
especially rich in history. It was once thriving with ships and maritime commerce. In preparation,
wreckers removed the last of the shipping terminals in the late 1980s.Some one hundred years
ago, in the first decade of the twentieth century, the lower Hoboken piers spaced between First
and Fourth streets, were the property of two of the greatest ocean liner companies, Germany’s
Hamburg Amerika Line and North German Lloyd. Well before most of the larger piers that
became synonymous with New York City were built, the largest liners yet built (for the Germans)
berthed in Hoboken. The Germans had in fact the very first Atlantic superliners, the first of the so-
called ‘floating palaces’. These ships towered above the tenements of nearby River and Hudson
streets and dominated the Hoboken skyline as seen when looking westward from the Manhattan



shore.The greatest day for Hoboken’s waterfront and for the Germans might just have been in
May 1913. As flags waved, horns honked, whistles screeched and tugs and other craft formed a
grand escort, the 919-foot-long, 52,100-ton Imperator – a ship immediately dubbed ‘the
colossus of the Atlantic’ – put into the Third Street pier at the end of her maiden voyage from
Hamburg and the so-called Channel ports of Southampton and Cherbourg. Her three huge,
mustard-colored stacks and twin, towering masts loomed above the pier sheds, adjacent dock
houses and those waterfront tenement buildings. Only the 200-foot-high clock tower of nearby
Lackawanna Terminal seemed an equivalent.But, amidst this gala, high-spirited, proud
occasion, it was not the first time that the Hoboken piers had welcomed the largest liner of its
time. Sixteen years before, in 1897, the then-new speed queen of the Atlantic, the 14,300-ton
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, arrived for the first time. She was the first of a new generation of
liners, all German at first, and the first to be dubbed ‘superliners’. They were also the first ‘four-
stackers’. Beginning in 1900, they were named Deutschland, Kronprinz Wilhelm, Kaiser Wilhelm
II and finally the Kronprinzessin Cecilie. Some years later, beginning in 1905, other big, quite
noteworthy Germans followed, liners such as the Amerika, Kaiserin Auguste Victoria and
George Washington. They were among the finest, grandest and, in ways, also most innovative
passenger ships of their day. Along with smaller German vessels, both passenger as well as
cargo, the Hoboken docks, all five of them, were often crammed with shipping and all of them
flying the colors of the Kaiser’s Imperial nation.That first arrival of the 4,594-passenger Imperator
was, in fact, the great and grand culmination of this aforementioned group. She was the pride of
the great German fleet, the crowning symbol of Teutonic brilliance and technology and
engineering. She was not only the biggest liner afloat, surpassing such contemporaries as
Britain’s speedy Mauretania, the immortal Lusitania, the innovative Olympic and even her
otherwise tragic sister Titanic, but the new German giant was also the first of three successively
larger liners, in fact the very first of the true superliners. The Imperator broke just about every
record except for Blue Riband-winning speed. Within a year, but in that fateful, peace-shattering
summer of 1914, the second of these Hamburg Amerika behemoths, the 54,300-ton, 950-f00t-
long Vaterland had her maiden crossing from Hamburg. She too berthed at the foot of Third
Street in Hoboken.Very sadly, the dramatic untimeliness of the First World War, that ‘war to end
all wars’, changed everything. Among all other Atlantic passenger ships, the third of the
Hamburg Amerika Line giants, in fact the largest of all, the 56,500-grt Bismarck, never had her
six-night maiden crossing to Hoboken. Incomplete, she sat out those war years, quiet and
untouched, at a berth at the Blohm & Voss shipyard. And by war’s end in 1918, even life for the
Hoboken piers would be different. As German-owned and therefore enemy-owned property, it
was all seized by the Americans, who entered the hostilities in April 1917. Ships were included in
the confiscation and among them was no less than the German national flagship, the 950-foot-
long Vaterland. In great and strange irony, those same Hoboken piers were used to send
American military forces overseas to fight the armies of the Kaiser. Yankee troops were often
ferried on ships now flying the colors of United States. Often in disguising ‘dazzle paint’ to ward



off the sinister German warships and especially lurking U-boats, their earlier Germanic heritage
was masked further – they sailed from the Hoboken piers heavily loaded with troops but mostly
under new and far different names as well. The giant Vaterland was now the USS Leviathan.
Other changes included the Kronprinz Wilhelm as the USS Von Steuben, the Kaiser Wilhelm II
as the USS Agamemnon and the Kronprinzessin Cecilie as the USS Mount Vernon.Those first
German superliners were in fact inspired by a royal occasion. Kaiser Wilhelm II had attended a
British naval fleet review at Spithead in 1889. The Kaiser was intrigued, fascinated, but also
deeply jealous. He was very much impressed by the British military craft, but was positively
bewitched by White Star Line’s Teutonic, a 9,000-ton passenger ship that then ranked as the
largest afloat. When the Kaiser returned home, it was reported that German shipping was never
the same again. Imperial Germany was more prosperous than ever and was on her expansionist
path. Shipping was a great priority, and what better way to show off national prowess than on the
great North Atlantic route to America. Soon, shipping offices, directors and designers were
prompted by the wishes of His Imperial Majesty. With royal blessings and enthusiasm, plans
were soon laid for bigger, better, faster ships. Above all else, they must surpass the British,
namely those belonging to the dominant Cunard and White Star lines.It was further decreed that
these new German liners must come from nationalist shipyards. They could not be built in, say,
the then-great shipbuilding centers of the world in England, Scotland and Northern Ireland. But
first, the German shipbuilders needed to learn how to build bigger and better passenger ships.
German agents were sent to the likes of Newcastle, Glasgow and Belfast to recruit engineers,
designers, craftsmen and highly skilled workers. Their incentives: better wages. In actuality, it
was all rather reckless. Soon after the German shipyards learned, copied and then mastered the
methods, the British workers were sent packing. By May 1897, just eight years after that fleet
review at Spithead, Germany was ready – the 655-foot-long Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse was
launched at Stettin.Capped by only the second set of four funnels (and uniquely grouped in pairs
of two) ever to go to sea, the long, sleek Kaiser was also almost fearsome-looking. She was to
be not only the world’s largest liner, but also the world’s fastest. On board, she would open up a
new era in design and decoration. It was said at of the time of her maiden voyage in September
1897 that ‘the walls and ceilings of her grand saloons would all but collapse under their own
weight’. Later, a witty American writer noted, ‘The German liner décor included two of everything
but the kitchen range and then gilded.’Two months after her maiden crossing between
Bremerhaven, Southampton, Cherbourg and New York (Hoboken), she captured the prized Blue
Riband with a speed of 22.35 knots or a fast crossing of an amazing six days. She also became
the first of the so-called ‘nine-day boats’, sailing between Germany and the United States. Her
owners, the North German Lloyd, planned for three larger liners and thereby creating a weekly
service in each direction. The Germans, including the be-medaled Kaiser, beamed with pride.
And of course they all knew that she was only the beginning. There were bigger and faster
German liners already on the design tables. With great popularity from the start, the triple-
expansion steam-powered Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse was the first non-British-built speed



queen in forty years. Both Cunard and White Star watched with envious eyes as she regularly
passed through the Channel. With a fixed glare, one London shipping executive added, ‘She has
an almost serpent-like tone about her.’The traveling public was quickly enamored with the new
Kaiser. There were columned lounges and marble fireplaces, detailed wood carvings and highly
detailed stained glass. One passenger wrote, ‘It is easy to forget that you are at sea and instead
imagine yourself to be housed in some turreted eyrie on the Upper Rhine.’ There was one noted
blemish to the new liner, however. She was a rather notorious roller and was soon dubbed the
‘Rolling Billy’. Westbound immigrants, those souls bound for new life and opportunity and
freedom in the so-called New World and for $6–10 per person per passage, earned her greatest
profits, of course. Very quickly, they equated her tall funnels with size, reliability and, most of all,
safety. The ‘four-stackers’ would become the most popular and profitable liners on the Atlantic in
those years prior to the First World War. Companies were soon known to add a dummy fourth
funnel just for the effect and to lure more of the highly desirable immigrant traffic.Within two
years, in 1899, however, White Star Line countered with the 17,200-ton Oceanic, then the
largest liner afloat. But soon, Hamburg Amerika Line took its place in the superliner queue with a
big ship of their own, the 16,500-ton Deutschland, which surpassed the North German Lloyd’s
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse by almost 2,000 tons. Grand, ornate, improved and faster still, the
Deutschland captured the Blue Riband in the winter of 1900. But the glow soon dimmed – she
was operationally unsound. Her extremely powerful quadruple-expansion engines caused
excessive, passenger-disrupting vibrations, noises and rattling. Her reputation was soon
diminished, such that Hamburg Amerika would never again seek the Blue Riband, but instead
concentrate on size, luxury and passenger comfort. During 1906 and for a short period
thereafter, Hamburg Amerika would again own the world’s largest liner, the 24,300-ton Kaiserin
Auguste Victoria. Later, but far more triumphantly, in 1913–14, they would hold the record with
the 52,100-ton Imperator and then the 54,200-ton Vaterland.The Deutschland was never quite a
success or a profitable ship. Within a decade, in 1910–11, she was repainted in tropical all-white
and redesigned as the world’s first large cruise ship, the Victoria Luise. She was restyled with far
more comfortable accommodations but for a mere 487 all-first class guests (downgraded from
her original transatlantic capacity of 2,050 – 450 first class, 300 second class, 300 third class
and 1,000 steerage). She was described as a ship of grand public rooms, elegantly furnished
suites and cabins, and considerable amenities such as a gymnasium (with so-called Zander
electrical apparatus), electric light baths, shower baths, laundry, photographers’ dark room,
library, book stall and information bureau.The Bremen-headquartered North German Lloyd was
not to be outdone by Hamburg-based Hamburg Amerika Line and responded with three more
superliners, all of them four-stackers, a feature aimed at the highly profitable yet keenly
competitive steerage class business to America. The 14,900-ton Kronprinz Wilhelm was
commissioned in the late summer of 1901 and was followed by the Kaiser Wilhelm II in the
spring of 1903. The Kronprinzessin Cecilie arrived in the summer of 1907. This four-strong team
of Lloyd four-stackers were extremely successful, perhaps even more at Hoboken than even at



European ports. They were known fondly as the ‘Hohenzollerns of Hoboken’. Being the finest
and largest in their fleet, North German Lloyd advertised them as ‘the fleetest of the fleet’. Their
great popularity was based on their regularity – a set timetable of a sailing every week in each
direction. They also provided some of the most luxurious quarters then on the Atlantic including
large first class suites for $2,000 in 1907. They were appraised in many ways including, ‘The
interior of these ships, instead of stuffy, uncomfortable prisons, were converted into veritable
palaces. A decade ago, it would have been considered absurd to spend money for the interior
decoration of steamships. Today the finest hotels in the world do not boast of more gorgeous
splendour.’ On board the newest, the Kronprinzessin Cecilie, décor reached new heights and
included a well of daylight that rose four decks and included no less than sixteen isolated
columns carrying a new cupola and glass roof. And their service and food in first class were as
prized as their décor. There were twenty kinds of warm dishes, besides tea, cocoa, coffee and
chocolate, provided for breakfast. Luncheons consisted of, in addition to introductory courses
and salads, three or four different soups, a dozen warm dishes, as many kinds of cold dishes,
and four or five vegetables. Dinners might run to from ten to twelve courses. And an added
touch: North German Lloyd introduced the à la carte system. As their brochures of the day
mentioned, ‘No blare of trumpets now announces dinner, for the meal extends several hours,
passengers come and go at their will. Meals à la carte are served, without additional charge, to
those who prefer them. Further, the Lloyd has introduced the small table system – round tables
for two, five and seven persons.’Also known as the ‘four flyers’, the British were deeply
fascinated, if fiercely envious, of these German four-stackers. A journalist visiting one of the
ships at Southampton in 1903 noted, ‘It is little less than remarkable that a nation which in the
’80s was more or less dependent on this country for the construction of her mail ships should
have so rapidly developed her shipbuilding talents that she now produces a vessel which is the
largest in the world and which in point of speed promises to equal any steamship yet afloat …
and there are features about the Kaiser Wilhelm II which represent an approach to luxury in
voyaging which has as yet been unattained.’With her funnels grouped two and two, the great
Hamburg Amerika liner Deutschland. (Author’s Collection)A chromo-lithograph poster
advertising Hamburg Amerika’s Deutschland. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)Scenes taken in dry
dock emphasized the speedy lines of the German four-stackers. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)A
section of the first class dining room aboard the Kaiser Wilhelm II. (Author’s Collection)North
German Lloyd’s Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. (J&C McCutcheon Collection)THE GERMANS &
THE FIRST FLOATING PALACESThese days, you can stroll along beautifully created parkland
along the famed waterfront of Hoboken, New Jersey. There are trees, walking paths,
playgrounds, dog runs and of course panoramic views of the great New York City skyline. The
mighty Hudson River, still busy with ferries and tugs and barges and the occasional passing
cruise ship, is the divide. Cool breezes often add to the setting. It is all part of the great
restoration and redevelopment not just of the Hoboken waterfront, but along the Manhattan and
more distant Brooklyn waterfronts as well. Within the past two decades, since the early 1990s,



crumbling, decaying, all but forgotten waterfronts have been rediscovered and not only for
recreational uses, but for luxury housing, restaurants, sports facilities and marinas. And the likes
of fancy corporations are now sometimes housed away from midtown, but in restored, revived,
converted warehouses and industrial buildings. The Hoboken waterfront – immortalized in the
classic 1954 film On The Waterfront, starring Marlon Brando – is especially rich in history. It was
once thriving with ships and maritime commerce. In preparation, wreckers removed the last of
the shipping terminals in the late 1980s.Some one hundred years ago, in the first decade of the
twentieth century, the lower Hoboken piers spaced between First and Fourth streets, were the
property of two of the greatest ocean liner companies, Germany’s Hamburg Amerika Line and
North German Lloyd. Well before most of the larger piers that became synonymous with New
York City were built, the largest liners yet built (for the Germans) berthed in Hoboken. The
Germans had in fact the very first Atlantic superliners, the first of the so-called ‘floating palaces’.
These ships towered above the tenements of nearby River and Hudson streets and dominated
the Hoboken skyline as seen when looking westward from the Manhattan shore.The greatest
day for Hoboken’s waterfront and for the Germans might just have been in May 1913. As flags
waved, horns honked, whistles screeched and tugs and other craft formed a grand escort, the
919-foot-long, 52,100-ton Imperator – a ship immediately dubbed ‘the colossus of the Atlantic’ –
put into the Third Street pier at the end of her maiden voyage from Hamburg and the so-called
Channel ports of Southampton and Cherbourg. Her three huge, mustard-colored stacks and
twin, towering masts loomed above the pier sheds, adjacent dock houses and those waterfront
tenement buildings. Only the 200-foot-high clock tower of nearby Lackawanna Terminal seemed
an equivalent.But, amidst this gala, high-spirited, proud occasion, it was not the first time that
the Hoboken piers had welcomed the largest liner of its time. Sixteen years before, in 1897, the
then-new speed queen of the Atlantic, the 14,300-ton Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, arrived for the
first time. She was the first of a new generation of liners, all German at first, and the first to be
dubbed ‘superliners’. They were also the first ‘four-stackers’. Beginning in 1900, they were
named Deutschland, Kronprinz Wilhelm, Kaiser Wilhelm II and finally the Kronprinzessin Cecilie.
Some years later, beginning in 1905, other big, quite noteworthy Germans followed, liners such
as the Amerika, Kaiserin Auguste Victoria and George Washington. They were among the finest,
grandest and, in ways, also most innovative passenger ships of their day. Along with smaller
German vessels, both passenger as well as cargo, the Hoboken docks, all five of them, were
often crammed with shipping and all of them flying the colors of the Kaiser’s Imperial nation.That
first arrival of the 4,594-passenger Imperator was, in fact, the great and grand culmination of this
aforementioned group. She was the pride of the great German fleet, the crowning symbol of
Teutonic brilliance and technology and engineering. She was not only the biggest liner afloat,
surpassing such contemporaries as Britain’s speedy Mauretania, the immortal Lusitania, the
innovative Olympic and even her otherwise tragic sister Titanic, but the new German giant was
also the first of three successively larger liners, in fact the very first of the true superliners. The
Imperator broke just about every record except for Blue Riband-winning speed. Within a year,



but in that fateful, peace-shattering summer of 1914, the second of these Hamburg Amerika
behemoths, the 54,300-ton, 950-f00t-long Vaterland had her maiden crossing from Hamburg.
She too berthed at the foot of Third Street in Hoboken.Very sadly, the dramatic untimeliness of
the First World War, that ‘war to end all wars’, changed everything. Among all other Atlantic
passenger ships, the third of the Hamburg Amerika Line giants, in fact the largest of all, the
56,500-grt Bismarck, never had her six-night maiden crossing to Hoboken. Incomplete, she sat
out those war years, quiet and untouched, at a berth at the Blohm & Voss shipyard. And by war’s
end in 1918, even life for the Hoboken piers would be different. As German-owned and therefore
enemy-owned property, it was all seized by the Americans, who entered the hostilities in April
1917. Ships were included in the confiscation and among them was no less than the German
national flagship, the 950-foot-long Vaterland. In great and strange irony, those same Hoboken
piers were used to send American military forces overseas to fight the armies of the Kaiser.
Yankee troops were often ferried on ships now flying the colors of United States. Often in
disguising ‘dazzle paint’ to ward off the sinister German warships and especially lurking U-boats,
their earlier Germanic heritage was masked further – they sailed from the Hoboken piers heavily
loaded with troops but mostly under new and far different names as well. The giant Vaterland
was now the USS Leviathan. Other changes included the Kronprinz Wilhelm as the USS Von
Steuben, the Kaiser Wilhelm II as the USS Agamemnon and the Kronprinzessin Cecilie as the
USS Mount Vernon.Those first German superliners were in fact inspired by a royal occasion.
Kaiser Wilhelm II had attended a British naval fleet review at Spithead in 1889. The Kaiser was
intrigued, fascinated, but also deeply jealous. He was very much impressed by the British
military craft, but was positively bewitched by White Star Line’s Teutonic, a 9,000-ton passenger
ship that then ranked as the largest afloat. When the Kaiser returned home, it was reported that
German shipping was never the same again. Imperial Germany was more prosperous than ever
and was on her expansionist path. Shipping was a great priority, and what better way to show off
national prowess than on the great North Atlantic route to America. Soon, shipping offices,
directors and designers were prompted by the wishes of His Imperial Majesty. With royal
blessings and enthusiasm, plans were soon laid for bigger, better, faster ships. Above all else,
they must surpass the British, namely those belonging to the dominant Cunard and White Star
lines.It was further decreed that these new German liners must come from nationalist shipyards.
They could not be built in, say, the then-great shipbuilding centers of the world in England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland. But first, the German shipbuilders needed to learn how to build
bigger and better passenger ships. German agents were sent to the likes of Newcastle, Glasgow
and Belfast to recruit engineers, designers, craftsmen and highly skilled workers. Their
incentives: better wages. In actuality, it was all rather reckless. Soon after the German shipyards
learned, copied and then mastered the methods, the British workers were sent packing. By May
1897, just eight years after that fleet review at Spithead, Germany was ready – the 655-foot-long
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse was launched at Stettin.Capped by only the second set of four
funnels (and uniquely grouped in pairs of two) ever to go to sea, the long, sleek Kaiser was also



almost fearsome-looking. She was to be not only the world’s largest liner, but also the world’s
fastest. On board, she would open up a new era in design and decoration. It was said at of the
time of her maiden voyage in September 1897 that ‘the walls and ceilings of her grand saloons
would all but collapse under their own weight’. Later, a witty American writer noted, ‘The German
liner décor included two of everything but the kitchen range and then gilded.’Two months after
her maiden crossing between Bremerhaven, Southampton, Cherbourg and New York
(Hoboken), she captured the prized Blue Riband with a speed of 22.35 knots or a fast crossing
of an amazing six days. She also became the first of the so-called ‘nine-day boats’, sailing
between Germany and the United States. Her owners, the North German Lloyd, planned for
three larger liners and thereby creating a weekly service in each direction. The Germans,
including the be-medaled Kaiser, beamed with pride. And of course they all knew that she was
only the beginning. There were bigger and faster German liners already on the design tables.
With great popularity from the start, the triple-expansion steam-powered Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse was the first non-British-built speed queen in forty years. Both Cunard and White Star
watched with envious eyes as she regularly passed through the Channel. With a fixed glare, one
London shipping executive added, ‘She has an almost serpent-like tone about her.’The traveling
public was quickly enamored with the new Kaiser. There were columned lounges and marble
fireplaces, detailed wood carvings and highly detailed stained glass. One passenger wrote, ‘It is
easy to forget that you are at sea and instead imagine yourself to be housed in some turreted
eyrie on the Upper Rhine.’ There was one noted blemish to the new liner, however. She was a
rather notorious roller and was soon dubbed the ‘Rolling Billy’. Westbound immigrants, those
souls bound for new life and opportunity and freedom in the so-called New World and for $6–10
per person per passage, earned her greatest profits, of course. Very quickly, they equated her
tall funnels with size, reliability and, most of all, safety. The ‘four-stackers’ would become the
most popular and profitable liners on the Atlantic in those years prior to the First World War.
Companies were soon known to add a dummy fourth funnel just for the effect and to lure more of
the highly desirable immigrant traffic.Within two years, in 1899, however, White Star Line
countered with the 17,200-ton Oceanic, then the largest liner afloat. But soon, Hamburg Amerika
Line took its place in the superliner queue with a big ship of their own, the 16,500-ton
Deutschland, which surpassed the North German Lloyd’s Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse by almost
2,000 tons. Grand, ornate, improved and faster still, the Deutschland captured the Blue Riband
in the winter of 1900. But the glow soon dimmed – she was operationally unsound. Her
extremely powerful quadruple-expansion engines caused excessive, passenger-disrupting
vibrations, noises and rattling. Her reputation was soon diminished, such that Hamburg Amerika
would never again seek the Blue Riband, but instead concentrate on size, luxury and passenger
comfort. During 1906 and for a short period thereafter, Hamburg Amerika would again own the
world’s largest liner, the 24,300-ton Kaiserin Auguste Victoria. Later, but far more triumphantly, in
1913–14, they would hold the record with the 52,100-ton Imperator and then the 54,200-ton
Vaterland.The Deutschland was never quite a success or a profitable ship. Within a decade, in



1910–11, she was repainted in tropical all-white and redesigned as the world’s first large cruise
ship, the Victoria Luise. She was restyled with far more comfortable accommodations but for a
mere 487 all-first class guests (downgraded from her original transatlantic capacity of 2,050 –
450 first class, 300 second class, 300 third class and 1,000 steerage). She was described as a
ship of grand public rooms, elegantly furnished suites and cabins, and considerable amenities
such as a gymnasium (with so-called Zander electrical apparatus), electric light baths, shower
baths, laundry, photographers’ dark room, library, book stall and information bureau.The
Bremen-headquartered North German Lloyd was not to be outdone by Hamburg-based
Hamburg Amerika Line and responded with three more superliners, all of them four-stackers, a
feature aimed at the highly profitable yet keenly competitive steerage class business to America.
The 14,900-ton Kronprinz Wilhelm was commissioned in the late summer of 1901 and was
followed by the Kaiser Wilhelm II in the spring of 1903. The Kronprinzessin Cecilie arrived in the
summer of 1907. This four-strong team of Lloyd four-stackers were extremely successful,
perhaps even more at Hoboken than even at European ports. They were known fondly as the
‘Hohenzollerns of Hoboken’. Being the finest and largest in their fleet, North German Lloyd
advertised them as ‘the fleetest of the fleet’. Their great popularity was based on their regularity
– a set timetable of a sailing every week in each direction. They also provided some of the most
luxurious quarters then on the Atlantic including large first class suites for $2,000 in 1907. They
were appraised in many ways including, ‘The interior of these ships, instead of stuffy,
uncomfortable prisons, were converted into veritable palaces. A decade ago, it would have been
considered absurd to spend money for the interior decoration of steamships. Today the finest
hotels in the world do not boast of more gorgeous splendour.’ On board the newest, the
Kronprinzessin Cecilie, décor reached new heights and included a well of daylight that rose four
decks and included no less than sixteen isolated columns carrying a new cupola and glass roof.
And their service and food in first class were as prized as their décor. There were twenty kinds of
warm dishes, besides tea, cocoa, coffee and chocolate, provided for breakfast. Luncheons
consisted of, in addition to introductory courses and salads, three or four different soups, a
dozen warm dishes, as many kinds of cold dishes, and four or five vegetables. Dinners might run
to from ten to twelve courses. And an added touch: North German Lloyd introduced the à la
carte system. As their brochures of the day mentioned, ‘No blare of trumpets now announces
dinner, for the meal extends several hours, passengers come and go at their will. Meals à la
carte are served, without additional charge, to those who prefer them. Further, the Lloyd has
introduced the small table system – round tables for two, five and seven persons.’Also known as
the ‘four flyers’, the British were deeply fascinated, if fiercely envious, of these German four-
stackers. A journalist visiting one of the ships at Southampton in 1903 noted, ‘It is little less than
remarkable that a nation which in the ’80s was more or less dependent on this country for the
construction of her mail ships should have so rapidly developed her shipbuilding talents that she
now produces a vessel which is the largest in the world and which in point of speed promises to
equal any steamship yet afloat … and there are features about the Kaiser Wilhelm II which



represent an approach to luxury in voyaging which has as yet been unattained.’With her funnels
grouped two and two, the great Hamburg Amerika liner Deutschland. (Author’s Collection)A
chromo-lithograph poster advertising Hamburg Amerika’s Deutschland. (J&C McCutcheon
Collection)Scenes taken in dry dock emphasized the speedy lines of the German four-stackers.
(J&C McCutcheon Collection)A section of the first class dining room aboard the Kaiser Wilhelm
II. (Author’s Collection)North German Lloyd’s Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. (J&C McCutcheon
Collection)
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J. Moore, “A Era Long Past. Well illustrated and easy reading. Very informative about a era long
past.”

Ruth M. Edwards, “BIG FLOATING SHIPS. This is an impressive "coffee table" book. IF you are
at all impressed by how the rich & famous traveled before airplanes, this is the book to see. Too
bad the "others" aboard didn't have someone to chronicle their experiences but nevertheless,
this is a must-see.”

Gary E. Hoover, the man with 60,000 Books, “Five Stars. One of his most beautiful books.”

Bonnie B Neely, “I know cruise ships are beautiful and ones from the past were reputed to be ....
This is so very interesting that I could not put it down. Of course, I know cruise ships are
beautiful and ones from the past were reputed to be fabulous, but to see all the many photos of
the ships and their various staterooms, ballrooms and the fabulous decor is intriguing. However,
I had no idea that these amazing Grand Dames of the past century were pressed into military
service during World Wars I and II. How these ships were transformed to camouflage them and
also to carry thousands of troops, the staterooms converted to dorms for 18 or more people was
amazing! These ships were even used as floating hospitals and then after the wars were over
some ships were converted back to their original beauty.  What an interesting book!”
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